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The Oral History Research Office at Columbia Univer-
sity, set up by Allan Nevins in 1948, is known to be the
first organisation to have systematically collected oral
histories using open-reel recorders. Pioneering in its
use of sound technologies to record oral interviews, the
written text nevertheless dominated its work at various
stages from conception to publication. In an essay
describing the origins of oral history, ‘Oral history: how
and why it was born’, first published in 1966, Nevins
described how his colleagues at Columbia first set to
work with ‘pencil and pad’, only later using ‘wire
recorders’ and then ‘early tape-recording machines’.
Despite these changes in recording technologies, the
product continued to be envisaged as a written version
of the interview, as in the case of the first interview
mentioned, with the thirty-third vice president in 1951:
‘With elation the managers watched Henry Wallace
record for posterity about 2,000 typed pages of remi-
niscences’.1 The sound recording here is bypassed
entirely, as though Wallace’s voice is itself typing out
the pages. Nevins’s interest was in these pages rather
than the sound recordings, which were a convenient
means to an end, and were for the most part un-
archived.2
This conception of the recordings primarily as
written texts – as the transcriptions – is also apparent in
how Nevins refers to the interviews as ‘memoirs’. In its
etymological link to writing, the term ‘memoir’ is
comparable to ‘autobiography’ (graphia signifying
‘writing’ in Greek). Derived from the Middle French
memoire, it refers to a ‘written account’, and the terms
are somewhat interchangeable; as ‘[r]ecords of events
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written from personal knowledge or experience of the
writer’, memoirs are also defined as ‘[a]utobiographical
observations’.3 The terms also have distinct cultural
connotations, however, variously addressed by literary
critics and theorists. The memoir is said to be a historical
resource with less literary pretensions than the autobi-
ography, for instance.4 In their purpose as contributions
to a historical archive, the documents being collected by
Nevins may in this sense be more appropriately termed
memoirs than autobiographies, but he also seems to use
these terms in a rather vague, interchangeable sense, as
where he begins his section referring to an autobio-
graphical tradition: ‘All history depends on the great use
of memoirs, autobiographies’.5
Nevins discusses the oral history memoirs in relation
to an autobiographical canon that includes Jean-
Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions (1782), which Nevins
claims ‘comes close to pure invention’, being ‘one of
the great works of fiction of that century’. In contrast,
the documents being produced by his office apparently
have more ‘candor’,6 and in this sense could be seen as
more memoir-like than literary. Oral history has the
advantage, according to Nevins, of being conducted by
interviewers who, if skilful, can probe and cross-
examine, getting closer to the truth. Oral historians are
now as interested in subjectivity, in experience and
memory, as in factual information about public lives;
but at this point, Nevins envisaged his interviews as
filling out the documentary gaps in a historical archive. 
The importance of oral memoirs as written historical
documents is also indicated by his earlier publication
The Gateway to History (1938), the preface to which
put forward the idea of an organisation such as that he
later founded at Columbia. In order to enliven historical
study, he proposed that what was required was ‘some
organization which made a systematic attempt to
obtain, from the lips and papers of living Americans
who have led significant lives, a fuller record of their
participation in the political, economic, and cultural life
of the last sixty years.’ Nevins’s focus from the outset
was on Americans who had led ‘significant lives’, and
who already produced written documents (‘papers’),
but with whom interviews could help to fill in the docu-
mentary gaps. A little later in the same paragraph,
Nevins elaborates:
We have agencies aplenty to seek out the papers of
men long dead. But we have only the most scattered
and haphazard agencies for obtaining a little of the
immense mass of information about the more recent
American past – the past of the last half century –
which might come fresh and direct from men once
prominent in politics, in business, in the professions,
and in other fields.7
For Nevins, then, oral memoirs could extend a
written autobiographical tradition in new, improved
ways, making an ‘immense mass of information’ avail-
able for the first time, which can come ‘fresh and direct’
from ‘significant’ men, and which through the facilita-
tion of a skilled interviewer can provide a more accurate
as well as a fuller account of the past. What is innovative
is the fact that these memoirs are based on oral history
interviews, but as well as the oral element of the record-
ings being immediately transformed into written texts,
like traditional autobiographies they are restricted to a
privileged elite.
After the mid-twentieth century, tape recorders
provided one of the tools to help challenge the ‘great
men’ tradition of autobiography. As many critics and
other commentators have observed, a relatively exclu-
sive autobiographical canon opened out toward more
democratic and varied forms of life writing, especially
from the 1980s onwards, being transformed by black,
working-class and feminist voices. 8At this point,
though, Nevins was using sound recording technologies
to extend, rather than to challenge, the life writing tradi-
tion: to provide written memoirs from elite voices (from
‘men once prominent in politics’ and so on), to fill out
the gaps in an existing written archive. And as well as
the edited transcripts being themselves conceived of as
somewhat autobiographical, Nevins used some of them
to contribute to his biographies, which similarly focused
on singular ‘great men’. 
It was indeed his biographical writing that led him
to his interest in oral history in the first place. Louis
Starr, who became Nevins’s successor as director of the
Oral History Research Office, in his essay ‘Oral history’
(1977) claims that it was when completing his biogra-
phy of Grover Cleveland (twenty-second and twenty-
fourth US president) in 1931 that Nevins first thought
about the possibility of conducting interviews for the
benefit of future scholars: ‘he lamented that no one had
had the wit to interview Cleveland or his associates’.9
The language of the written tradition continues through
Starr’s essay, which refers interchangeably to ‘oral
history memoirs’ and ‘oral autobiographies that may
run to a thousand or more pages’.10 Elsewhere, Starr
also refers to the ‘extensive Oral History memoir by
Governor Lehman’, which ‘forms one of the principal
sources’ for Nevins’s biography, Herbert H Lehman and
his Era (1963).11 Biographers have long made use of
autobiographies as a source of information about their
subjects, and Nevins built on this tradition in using his
oral memoirs to gather more information than previ-
ously existing written sources could provide. 
Nevins himself refers to the extensive use he made
of the oral history interviews for his biographical writing
in his Preface to Ford: The Times, the Man, the
Company (1954), explaining that a ‘vital part’ of the
archives that he found invaluable for this work was the
oral history section. He goes on to again argue that oral
history can greatly supplement previously available
written documents: ‘Readers of this volume will note
how often these recollections have imparted life and
meaning to the skeletal materials furnished by corre-
spondence and account books.’12 This book’s focus on
a single prominent man, albeit in the wider context of
the Ford Motor Company and to some extent the auto-
mobile industry, is typical of how the biographical tradi-
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tion resembles the autobiographical in its selection of
elite figures on which to focus. As Liz Stanley has
pointed out, both autobiographies and biographies have
certain generic commonalities, including that most of
them are concerned with ‘“great lives”, and these are
almost invariably those of white middle and upper class
men’.13 David J Mitchell also discusses this biographical
tendency, and observes how oral history has moved
away from an elitist approach:
Biography, of course, lends itself to the study of the
lives of prominent persons who are believed to have
influenced the course of history or at least played
important roles on the historical stage. Some oral
history projects have similarly devoted themselves to
the study and collection of reminiscences of well-
known personalities. However, generally speaking,
one of the innovative marks oral history has made on
the study of the past is that it encourages and pro-
motes a non-elitist approach to history.14
By the time Starr published ‘Oral history’ in 1977,
he was also able to move beyond the focus at Columbia
on prominent individuals. As the first example of
published oral history, the essay refers to Theodore
Rosengarten’s account of the life of the illiterate black
sharecropper, All God’s Dangers: The Life of Nate
Shaw, much as Mitchell goes on to do in his essay to
illustrate how oral history promotes a non-elitist
approach. These essays are indicative of how oral
history increasingly moved away from the canonical
autobiographical and biographical tradition of author-
ship by privileged, elite individuals. Rather than supple-
menting the written documents already produced by
such individuals, as Nevins aimed to do, works such as
Rosengarten/Shaw’s could give literary ‘voice’ to the
illiterate. There is also a written tradition of slave narra-
tives, however, of which All God’s Dangers could be
considered a modern oral-literary descendent.
Black literary voices
Nevins was among the first oral historians to use a tape
recorder, but there were of course antecedents, which
Starr traces back to the Federal Writers Project (FWP)
in the 1930s (as have many oral historians ever since).
Hiring unemployed writers to document the lives of
ordinary people, including people who had been
enslaved, these ‘manually recorded interviews’, as Starr
puts it (using ‘pencil and pad’, as his predecessor put
it), ‘were largely forgotten in the National Archives until
interest in Black studies combined with the oral history
movement to resuscitate them decades later.’15
A tradition of slave narratives can be traced back
further, to when early twentieth century historians
engaged in research to help show that slavery was far
from benevolent. As Donald A Ritchie reports in his
Doing Oral History, Frederic Bancroft travelled through
the South, recording recollections of slavery from freed-
men and their former masters in his diaries; Harrison
Trexler conducted similar research in Missouri; and
other historians at black colleges in the South started
interviewing former slaves.16 In providing first-hand
accounts of slave experiences in opposition to dominant
racist narratives, such precursors of oral history are
comparable with an earlier, written tradition, that had
flourished during the antebellum period, when autobi-
ographical accounts of slave experiences were widely
published and promoted by abolitionist supporters.17
Historical accounts of slave narratives in this earlier
period tend to refer to Frederick Douglass’s acclaimed
nineteenth century autobiography, Narrative of the Life
of Frederick Douglass: An American Slave (1845),
which was influential in its support of abolition, and is
now often considered a literary classic.18
Benjamin Botkin, national folklore editor of the
Federal Writers Project (1938-1939), wrote that the
best slave narratives ‘belong to literature’, making ‘valu-
able contributions to American literature in the form of
personal memoirs’.19 While narratives such as
Douglass’s have become ‘classics’, Botkin’s introduc-
tion to this collection of narratives extracted from the
FWP interviews, Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History
of Slavery (1945), contrasts how ‘the oral statements
of ex-slaves may seem crude and casual’. He defends
the oral narratives, however, as ‘possessing literary
qualities of their own, close to folk literature’. He is
keen to convey how the written versions of these narra-
tives retain a certain orality, which is what helps to give
them special literary qualities: ‘They have the forthright-
ness, tang, and tone of people talking, the immediacy
and concreteness of the participant and the eyewitness,
and the salty irony and mother wit which, like the gift
of memory, are kept alive by the bookless world.’20 With
his allusion to the oral traditions of a largely non-literate
culture, Botkin was evidently more interested in
preserving the oral quality of the narratives when
written down than Nevins, who was primarily
concerned with supplementing written documents with
more written documents. 
Oral history in the USA was primarily an archival
practice – filling in the gaps of existing archives as in
the Columbia collections – until at least the 1960s
when history was affected by the ‘New Left’ and
increasingly scrutinised by activists, including those
involved in the black struggle for civil rights and the
expression of identity.21 As Starr has indicated, the
FWP narratives were resuscitated around this time,
when some conflict began to emerge between those
who wanted to focus on influential people and those
more interested in giving voice to the disempowered.22
The FWP narratives, along with autobiographical
works such as those by Douglass, Malcolm X and
Shaw, began to provide some foundation for the new
interest in African American history and politics. The
family history researcher Tamara Hareven, for
example, notes that both The Autobiography of
Malcolm X and Alex Haley’s own generational history,
Roots (1976), fulfilled public functions in helping to
forge a positive and historic identity for black Ameri-
cans. 23
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In presenting a collection of first-person narrative
extracts from across a range of the FWP interviews,
however, Botkin moves away from the autobiographical
and biographical traditions in so far as these focus on
the singular ‘significant’ person. Collections such as Lay
My Burden Down, drawing on the FWP collection of
over 2,000 slave narratives, are distinct from a black
autobiographical tradition that spans from Douglass
through to Malcolm X and Nate Shaw (real name Ned
Cobb), as well as, more obviously, from the memoirs
and biographies produced by Nevins.24 James Olney
describes how black studies courses have been organ-
ised around this autobiographical tradition, around
which critical literature has flourished, in part because
‘black history was preserved in autobiographies rather
than in standard histories and because black writers
entered into the house of literature through the door of
autobiography.’25 Douglass and Malcolm X are thus
‘firmly established authors’, writes Olney, whose works
are studied in English departments rather than neces-
sarily departments of history or social science. Critics
have found Malcolm X’s story to follow the autobio-
graphical paradigm of the traditional ‘conversion narra-
tive’, for instance, the structure of which Carol Ohmann
links to American classics such as Benjamin Franklin’s
autobiography.26
The Autobiography of Malcolm X clearly belongs to
a literary life writing tradition, then, not least in being
narrated by a singular male subject, as is Shaw’s All
God’s Dangers. Early African American autobiographies
and oral histories tended to exclude women, much as
women were excluded in the white ‘great men’ tradi-
tion.27 However, The Autobiography and All God’s
Dangers can also be distinguished from the autobio-
graphical tradition in so far as it is a written tradition;
in contrast to Douglass’s autobiography, Malcolm X
and Shaw in the first instance narrated their life stories
orally, and this essay will later consider how Shaw’s
narrative, at least, attempts to preserve something of
that orality. They can also be distinguished from
Nevins’s oral memoirs in that they diverge from the
elitist element of the ‘great men’ tradition; in contrast
to Nevins’s narrators, Malcolm X was not a member of
the privileged white elite, despite becoming a widely
influential political figure, and Shaw was an illiterate
sharecropper who created a tenant farmers’ union. Both
came from poor backgrounds, lacked formal education
and lived through severe struggles, and were thus
unlikely to leave extensive written documents or to
compose for themselves a written autobiography
without the assistance of a writer to shape their oral
narratives. As Gary Younge puts it in his introduction
to The Autobiography,Malcolm X’s journey is one ‘we
rarely hear about because those who live in the ghetto
almost by definition never get to tell their own stories’.28
Malcolm X’s and Shaw’s narratives thus involve some
level of explicit intervention from an interviewer-writer. 
Although critics have discussed the autobiographical
qualities of such works, then, they may also be consid-
ered somewhat biographical. Malcolm X’s and Shaw’s
interviewers, Haley and Rosengarten, approach these
subjects as biographers in seeking to write, or at least
to elicit and to facilitate the narration of, somebody
else’s life story. In contrast, Nevins’s activities to some
extent preserved the distinction between the autobio-
graphical and biographical, the oral memoirs being
transcriptions of the spoken words of the interviewees,
who are therefore considered the authors of their first-
person narratives, and the biographies being authored
by Nevins, who drew on the memoirs among other
sources to document another person’s life in the third
person. 
The autobiographical sense of the oral memoirs
being narrated solely in the first person was heightened
by Nevins’s instructions to erase interviewers’ ques-
tions, and to allow the narrators to edit their own tran-
scripts, helping further to separate these out from any
ambiguous relationship with the biographical. There is
no way of splitting auto/biography entirely, however;
to see the oral memoirs as purely autobiographical
would be to deny the role of the interviewer, transcriber
and co-editor who to varying degrees helps to create
the narrative, however minimally and discreetly. As we
have seen, Nevins did consider the interviewers’ ques-
tions as crucial in the creation of an apparently more
truthful narrative. The oral memoirs go some way to
introducing a new kind of auto/biographical frame-
work, in other words, which The Autobiography and All
God’s Dangers take further, not least in making the role
of the interviewer explicit in their respective epilogue
and preface, as the next section will discuss.
The merging of the autobiographical and biograph-
ical also seems evident in critical commentary such as
the following by Hareven, who refers to The Autotobi-
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ography as a biography while comparing it to another
autobiographical classic: ‘In Malcolm X’s biography, as
in the Confessions of St. Augustine, the entire life
sequence leading to the moment of conversion is
viewed as providential.’29 Hareven’s reference here to
‘Malcolm X’s biography’, which closely follows two
references to its title as ‘the Autobiography’, points
toward the co-created, ambiguous quality of such
works.
Auto/biographical narratives
Literary scholars have generally done little to get
beyond the traditional idea of the self-created, written
autobiography by considering collaborative relation-
ships, which Malcolm A Sanders sees as a particular
limitation for scholars of African American autobiog-
raphy. Sanders observes that critics have remained
fixated on theories defined by traditions and categori-
sations that ignore the distinctive intricacies of the
‘dictated autobiography’; such works are ‘transformed
to read as self-created texts’.30 Thus, while Hareven
hints at the possibility of categorising The Autobiogra-
phy of Malcolm X as either autobiographical or
biographical, literary critics such as Olney seem to
follow the lead of the title, referring to it as an autobi-
ography authored by Malcolm X rather than being
based on oral interviews with Haley as co-creator.
Philippe Lejeune’s understanding of autobiography
more generally as ‘collaborative’, considering the differ-
ent roles of the oral narrator and the structuring writer,
is an unusual exception among the more traditional
literary categorisations.31
In contrast, oral historians have made much of the
relationship between the interviewer and narrator, and
how this helps to shape the resulting narratives.32 Such
discussions have taken particular angles in black oral
history. Advocates have viewed the interviewer-author
as a facilitator who can help give voice to groups whose
lives had been shaped by ‘colonised history’ written
from an outsider standpoint, as Gary Y Okihiro has
argued in ‘Oral history and the writing of ethnic history’
(1981), but it is clear that such a role requires caution
and sensitivity. Okihiro discusses how an interview
involves the different worldviews of the oral historian
and narrator, which can be particularly important in
cross-cultural situations, leading potentially to misun-
derstandings, distortions and incomplete pictures of the
subjects being studied.33
Okihiro thus argues that the document that is the
end product of the interview is neither an autobiogra-
phy nor a biography, but is best conceptualised rather
as a ‘conversational narrative’, being ‘a dialogue
between interviewer and interviewee’ with their differ-
ent worldviews. The Autobiography is ‘not an autobiog-
raphy; rather it is the mutual creation of two men,
Malcolm X and Alex Haley’.34 Questions around
authorship have since been discussed much more
generally by oral historians, perhaps most influentially
by Michael Frisch in A Shared Authority (1990). As the
title indicates, Frisch argues that oral historians should
seek to understand how the authorship of an oral
history narrative is shared between the ‘historian posing
questions and editing the results’ and ‘the “subject”,
whose words are the heart of the consequent texts’.35
Alistair Thomson observes how black and ethnic
community oral histories have continued to raise
concerns, which are widely shared by politically-
committed oral historians, about the roles of ‘insiders’
and ‘outsiders’, seeking to find ways in which
researchers and community members can ‘contribute
their different expertise and have a “shared authority”
in the processes and products of historical work’.36
The rest of this essay will consider how both The
Autobiography of Malcolm X and All God’s Dangers are
co-created works, differing from the self-created auto-
biography of literary tradition. Both texts resist any firm
categorisation as either autobiographical or biographi-
cal. The first edition of The Autobiography makes no
reference to Haley on the cover, presenting it most obvi-
ously as the self-created autobiography of the man
whose photograph is central (Grove Press 1965), but
later editions move away from the model of the autobi-
ography toward a more biographical context, present-
ing the narrative ‘as told to Alex Haley’ (Ballantine
Books 1987; 1989) and ‘with the assistance of Alex
Haley’ (Penguin Books 1968; 2007). This move toward
making Haley more prominent is paralleled in the way
the epilogue, where Haley describes his role in shaping
the narrative, becomes the foreword (in the Penguin
edition). On reading the epilogue/foreword, it becomes
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evident that Haley had a major influence on the narra-
tive, and that it may not, after all, be in a straightforward
sense autobiographical. The title of Shaw/Rosen-
garten’s narrative, All God’s Dangers: The Life of Nate
Shaw, seems less leading as it does not designate the
book as an autobiography, and in naming Rosengarten
as the author the cover points toward the likelihood of
a biography; but the first sentence of the preface then
immediately seems to classify the book as an autobiog-
raphy: ‘This big book is the autobiography of an illiter-
ate man’.37 By presenting it as an illiterate man’s
‘autobiography’, Rosengarten further encourages the
reader to query the category, and the preface goes on
to describe his approach to recording Shaw’s story, in
a comparable way to Haley’s epilogue/foreword. 
In both texts, the role of the interviewer is explicated
in some detail, framing the main narrative, as Haley and
Rosengarten each write a paratext which describes their
encounters and relationship with their subjects and their
role in eliciting and editing the life story. Haley sets out
his background as a writer and how an early interview
with Malcolm X for Playboy resulted in being invited to
write his full ‘autobiography’; Rosengarten introduces
his role as a student helping to investigate a defunct
Sharecropper’s Union, and how a single interview with
Shaw as a surviving member led to his proposal to
record Shaw’s life. In so far as they both undertake an
interview, which leads them to elicit and facilitate the
telling of their subject’s life stories, Haley’s and Rosen-
garten’s projects are from the outset comparable. Both
writers are to some degree acting as biographers,
approaching their subjects in order to narrate their life
stories. 
Mitchell’s essay begins from this premise, but
observes that oral history also makes biography more
like autobiography. The use of oral history by biogra-
phers helps ‘to transform their art by blending and
weaving it closely with autobiographical forms’, allow-
ing ‘a biographer to tell the story of a life in the words
of the person who lived it, or of those whose paths it
crossed.’38 While Mitchell’s discussion relates to Rosen-
garten’s ‘biography’, Haley himself similarly writes of
this process in another essay, ‘Black history, oral
history, and genealogy’ (1973), where he describes the
early stage of his editing. Having spent the first year
taking notes, Haley reports spending a second year
arranging them and, ‘as if Malcolm, writing in the first
person, putting onto paper, and with all the rewrites
and the drafts, what hopefully would sound to a reader
as if Malcolm X had just sat down and told that reader,
from his memory, from earliest memory to the time he
was talking.’39
Rosengarten, though, seems more aware of what is
lost in the process of transforming Shaw’s oral narrative
into written words. Following their first meeting,
Rosengarten describes how he and his friend felt some-
thing was ‘slipping out of our grasp’; although they
could remember details of Shaw’s stories, ‘no recon-
struction could capture the power of his perfor-
mance’.40 In his discussion of how he edited the stories,
Rosengarten describes ‘a hazardous selection process’,
sometimes having to choose from multiple versions of
the same story, for example, or leaving out stories that
seemed remote from Shaw’s personal development. He
also explains how he arranged the stories chronologi-
cally: 
My editing consisted of arranging Shaw’s stories in
a way that does justice both to their occurrence in
time and his sequence of recollection. I tried, within
the limits of a general chronology, to preserve the
affinities between stories. For memory recalls kin-
dred events and people and is not constrained by the
calendar.41
Both writers subject the narratives to a comparable
process of chronological organisation, one that accords
with traditional forms of autobiographical and
biographical narrative, typically beginning with child-
hood and ending with old age or at least close to the
present. The Autobiography begins with an image of
Malcolm X’s pregnant mother, soon to give birth to the
narrator; All God’s Dangers begins with Shaw’s stories
of his father’s family and his own childhood. Both
narratives work through childhood to leaving home, to
prison and political activities and finally to old age with
some reflections on death. Haley, however, imagines
how his editing process has created for his readers the
sense that they are listening to Malcolm X telling his
stories in chronological order, ‘from earliest memory to
the time he was talking’, whereas Rosengarten is more
explicit about how the oral narrative did not originally
follow a chronology and seems more careful to
‘preserve the affinities between stories’ as remembered
and narrated by Shaw.
Rosengarten’s tape recorder
Another aspect of Shaw’s narrative that Rosengarten
indicates is different from the written text, indeed is
missing from it, ‘lost [...] in the transformation of these
oral stories to written literature’, is Shaw’s ‘gestures,
mimicries, and intonations – all the devices of his
performance are lost.’42 This awareness may be in part
due to the fact that Rosengarten recorded his sessions
with Shaw on a tape recorder, and worked from ‘notes
I had written while playing back the tapes’.43 Haley’s
approach was different: he took notes in the first place.
Although The Autobiography and All God’s Dangers
both differ from the self-created autobiography of liter-
ary tradition as explicitly co-created works, this final
section will argue that Rosengarten’s text moves
furthest from the life writing tradition in its attention
to and incorporation of orality.
Haley does not reveal his method of note-taking. In
contrast to the ‘oral memoirs’ which from the 1950s
onwards were based on transcriptions of sound record-
ings, it is not evident that Haley’s notes included much
of the language Malcolm X used, his exact words,
phrasings or dialect. Although Nevins did not show any
great interest in recording modes of speech such as
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dialect, the memoirs were transcriptions based at least
primarily on the words as spoken by the interviewees.
Haley’s role in recreating the spoken narratives is thus
much greater than Nevins’s and his colleagues’, and to
some extent Rosengarten’s. Although Rosengarten did
not simply transcribe but also edited Shaw’s narratives,
by listening to the recordings of the spoken words he
seems more aware of what changes in the process of
turning them into a written text and of how to limit his
interventions.
The difference in recording techniques also seems
reflected in Haley’s use for the most part of standard
written American English in contrast to how Rosen-
garten keeps the ‘regional inflection and grammar’, as
he explains in his preface, although he does not repro-
duce a ‘southern or black dialect’.44 The first paragraph
illustrates how spelling (‘em’ for ‘them’), punctuation
(including the contractions ‘I’m’, ‘didn’t’) and grammar
reflect Shaw’s way of speaking, and also indicates the
importance of the sound of the voice in the description
of one of Shaw’s uncles: 
My daddy had three brothers – Hubert, Bob, and
Nate – and I’m named after one of em. Now, that
Hubert, he was a over-average man. It didn’t do no
man no good to take a hold of him, so my daddy said.
Uncle Hubert didn’t take shit from nobody, colored
or white. After my daddy got up to be a big boy he
claimed to remember his brother Hubert’s transac-
tions and he even told how his brother talked: he
talked in a dry, high-pitched voice.45
Readers of these printed words cannot of course
hear either Nate Shaw’s or Hubert’s voices, but these
sentences immediately attempt to convey both Nate’s
spoken language and how his uncle’s voice sounded.
As a printed text, then, it points beyond itself at the
importance of spoken words. That Rosengarten listened
to the sound recordings also seems evident in his
attempts to represent the non-linguistic sounds made
by Nate Shaw, as when he refers to what he’d say to his
mules to get them to stop and rest when hauling lumber
up a hill: ‘Aaaaaaaaaaayyyyyuuuuuummmmmmm,
rrrrrrrrmmmmmmmmmmmmm’.46
By preserving something of the oral language and
sounds, All God’s Dangers seems closer than The Auto-
biography to Botkin’s concern with reproducing the oral
qualities, the ‘tone of people talking’, in Lay My Burden
Down.47 It is likely that Malcolm X spoke in a way that
is closer to grammatical written English than Shaw, in
part because he was himself literate, but his speech
would not have been as ‘correct’ as the written text has
it – without grammatically colloquial sentences or
spellings – especially perhaps in his recounting of his
pre-prison days, when ‘Every word I spoke was hip or
profane’ and ‘my working vocabulary wasn’t two
hundred words.’48 Without a sound recording there is
no way that Haley could do as much to reproduce
Malcolm X’s actual words and phrasing from notes.
Commentators have argued that orality is especially
important in black autobiography and oral history (and
it is certainly crucial to Haley’s Roots).49 In her discus-
sion of oral history interviews with black leaders, Phyllis
Leffler points out that the oral transmission of culture
in African life carried on to some extent into postbellum
America, an important dimension of which being how
‘[l]eaders used oral communication strategies to
persuade and engage groups for collective action’.50
Widely renowned for the power of his speeches,
Malcolm X in The Autobiography alludes to the impor-
tance of his father’s voice, through his preaching, in the
first paragraph: 
When my mother was pregnant with me, she told me
later, a party of hooded Ku Klux Klan riders galloped
up to our home in Omaha […] The Klansmen
shouted threats and warnings at her that we had bet-
ter get out of town because ‘the good Christian white
people’ were not going to stand for my father’s
‘spreading trouble’ among the ‘good’ Negroes of
Omaha with the ‘back to Africa’ preachings of Mar-
cus Garvey.51
Like Shaw, Malcolm X here alludes to a voice from
the previous generation, also in the context of racial
conflict, although there is no indication here of what his
voice sounded like. And while the quotation marks
suggest that the Klansmen’s shouted words are exactly
reported, it is more doubtful that we are reading
Malcolm X’s spoken words to the same extent as
Shaw’s, which are more obviously represented. Haley
even seems to edit out the contractions we might expect
in almost any spoken narrative, using ‘we had’ instead
of ‘we’d’’, ‘were not’ instead of ‘weren’t’. (While it
might be argued that the two words in each case here
are separated for purposes of emphasis, this avoidance
of contractions continues through the next paragraphs
with ‘I am’ instead of ‘I’m’, for example. Later, some
contractions are used, such as ‘wasn’t’ and ‘I’d’, but far
more sparsely that would be usual in spoken narra-
tives.)
That Shaw could not read nor write adds to the
significance of Rosengarten’s tape recorder. Oral
history is renowned for giving ‘voice’ to the disempow-
ered and in many cases illiterate, and it was the only
way Shaw could have his own words textually
preserved, both in audio form and the written form of
his auto/biography. Rosengarten’s role is comparable
in this sense to the FWP in allowing, as Norman R
Yetman puts it, ‘illiterate people to relate [their experi-
ences] in their own words’.52 Douglass’s nineteenth
century autobiography was unusual in antebellum
America as laws in the slave states prevented literacy
among slaves along with the threat of punishment from
their masters, but even after slavery it was hard for
many black people to access the education needed to
become literate.53 Shaw describes how his father made
him work rather than allowing him to attend school, but
anyway he says there ‘weren’t no colored schools
through here worth no count’, a problem that continued
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through to impact on his own children: ‘We little
colored children had to jump in the white man’s field
and work for what we could get, go choppin cotton, go
to hoein; white folks’ schools runnin right on and the
white man’s children goin to school while we workin in
his field.’54
Malcolm X’s education was limited but did enable
him to read and write, and it was his avid reading in
prison which, according to his Autobiography, became
crucial to the development of his religious and political
understandings and led to his eventual fame. He claims
that it was because of his frustration at his limited ability
to write letters that he began to educate himself through
reading:
I became increasingly frustrated at not being able to
express what I wanted to convey in letters […] In the
street, I had been the most articulate hustler out there
– I had commanded attention when I said something.
But now, trying to write simple English, I not only
wasn’t articulate, I wasn’t even functional. How
would I sound writing in slang, the way I would say
it, something such as, ‘Look, daddy, let me pull your
coat about a cat, Elijah Muhammad’.55
This is an unusual passage in The Autobiography, in
its indication that it is quoting Malcolm X’s words
precisely as he would have spoken them. It makes clear
the difference between spoken and written language (a
difference that would have diminished, but not disap-
peared, as Malcolm X increasingly educated himself).
To a greater extent than All God’s Dangers, which does
not distance itself from how its subject speaks (or
spoke), the book as a whole opts to express Malcolm
X’s life story following the written conventions of
spelling and grammar, and also of genre: of the form
of autobiography (most obviously with its title, for
example, and also its closer adherence to chronology). 
As Shaw was unacquainted with writing, it seems
most valuable to use the tape recorder to document his
spoken words, to help enable their reproduction in print
as far as possible on his own terms. Rosengarten gave
more freedom to Shaw to respond to his questions as
he chose, as well as doing more to preserve and repro-
duce his spoken narrative; whereas Haley had some-
thing of a battle with Malcolm X who, being able to read
the manuscript, wanted editorial control. According to
Rosengarten’s preface, when he asked Shaw on their
first meeting why he joined the union, he recounted a
whole series of life experiences ‘uninterrupted for eight
hours’, after which ‘our question was unanswered’.56
Shaw’s illiteracy meant that he could not have editorial
control over the manuscript in the same way as
Malcolm X, but in ignoring or interpreting the question
in a way that allows Shaw’s narrative to not be deter-
mined by it, he seems to have taken some control over
how he responded. Shaw’s control over his narrative
came before its written composition, in other words,
whereas Malcolm X’s could also come after. If Rosen-
garten gave freedom here in allowing Shaw to wander
far from the question, he was in turn relatively free to
edit the narrative for publication, whereas Malcolm X’s
attempts to intervene in the editorial process
contributed to tensions between himself and Haley. 
From the opening page of the epilogue/foreword,
Haley presents himself as a writer, which may indicate
that his view of his role was of a more active, creative
one than the role Rosengarten saw himself as perform-
ing. While Malcolm X wanted control over the
manuscript, producing an agreement that ‘nothing can
be in this book’s manuscript that I didn’t say, and
nothing can be left out that I want in it’, Haley later, ‘in
a time of strain between us’, sought permission to write
his own comments about Malcolm X ‘which would not
be subject to his review’.57 Although he is commissioned
to write an autobiography, then, Haley’s approach here
seems biographical in moving away not only from what
Malcolm X says and how he says it, but from what he
might want Haley to write. 
Haley also indicates that his progress was slow
because Malcolm X’s narrative was for a long time not
what would fit into his concept of what he needed for
an autobiography. He explains in the epilogue/fore-
word: ‘my notebook contained almost nothing but
Black Muslim philosophy, praise of Mr Muhammad,
and the “evils” of “the white devil”. He would bristle
when I tried to urge him that the proposed book was
his life.’ Thus Haley’s questioning is aimed at steering
Malcolm X’s narrative in an autobiographical direction,
which apparently makes a breakthrough with the ques-
tion ‘I wonder if you’d tell me something about your
mother?’ 
From his note-taking to his method of questioning,
his editorial interventions and his own additional
comments, then, Haley seems to take more active role
than Rosengarten, who in contrast seems to give more
authorial control to his subject in reportedly letting
Shaw talk for hours without answering the question,
reproducing his spoken language more closely, and
making editorial decisions with some self-conscious
awareness of a ‘hazardous’ process during which he
attempts to preserve affinities between stories while also
imposing a chronology. Another difference between
Haley’s and Rosengarten’s interventions in the narra-
tives is in the timing of their writing of the paratexts.
Whereas Rosengarten wrote his preface before Shaw’s
death in 1973 (he dates the preface as October 1973;
the brief epilogue states that Shaw died in November
1973), Haley writes of how it was on hearing of
Malcolm X’s death that he sat up all night writing the
epilogue. Without denying that this death was hugely
upsetting to Haley, a cynical analysis could interpret his
death also as a release: he could now take narrative
control through his own account of the creation of the
text which Malcolm X would never have a chance to
review or indeed read. 
Overall, then, these two auto/biographical narratives
differ in how they develop autobiographical conven-
tions. Like Nevins’s oral memoirs, The Autobiography
and All God’s Dangers conform to an older, established
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autobiographical tradition in so far as they are written
texts narrated by singular male leaders, but they also
take part in the movement toward more democratic and
varied kinds of life stories. They move away from a priv-
ileged white elite, and by making explicit the co-creation
of the narratives, cutting across the distinctions between
autobiography and biography, they query generic defi-
nitions. All God’s Dangers goes furthest in ‘giving voice’
to its illiterate subject in printed form, not least in its
incorporation of elements of the oral by using a tape
recorder, preserving ‘affinities between stories’, convey-
ing ‘regional inflection and grammar’, and acknowledg-
ing something of what gets lost in the transformation
of voice into written words. Haley most actively inter-
venes in creating the narrative, initiating Malcolm X’s
move to focusing on the intimate details of his life, and
battling with him for editorial control, while he also
loses oral qualities of the interviews through the process
of taking notes rather than using a tape recorder. In
both cases, however, the very imposition of autobio-
graphical form onto the oral narratives by the inter-
viewer-writers – as co-creators – is part of the process
of disrupting the literary convention of the self-created
autobiography.
Afterword
From the best-selling ghost-written memoirs of jazz
musicians and baseball players to specialist oral history
projects, collaborative auto/biographical narratives have
flourished from the 1970s onwards. Published at a
moment when all such narratives were about to start
becoming more commonplace, The Autobiography
seems to straddle the realm of oral history and more
popular forms of autobiography. With a world-famous
icon for its subject, The Autobiography paves the way
for further narratives by well-known figures, the
commercial success of which usually hangs on their
singular fame but which are produced collaboratively
with established writers, such as Miles: The Autobiog-
raphy (Miles Davis and Quincy Troupe, 1989) and Earl
the Pearl: My Story (Earl Monroe and Troupe, 2013).
Its great influence on many African-Americans is
evident in Barack Obama’s Dreams from My Father
(1995), in which he describes ‘Malcolm X’s autobiog-
raphy’ as an inspiration in his personal and political
life.59 With its origins in interviews, The Autobiography
can also be viewed as a precursor of modern oral
history, and specifically of the many African American
oral history projects which have flourished since the
1970s.60 All God’s Dangers may in contrast be viewed
as more than a precursor, as providing an early example
of such projects itself, in its use of sound recording to
give voice to a relatively unknown figure.
In some respects, oral history has taken an increas-
ingly distinctive trajectory, moving further from
auto/biographical tradition in the increased use of
multiple rather than singular voices, and more recently
in the use of digital technology to make sound record-
ings of the interviews themselves widely accessible.
While many projects typically aim to give voice to the
previously unheard, Leffler’s Black Leaders on Leader-
ship incorporates a wide range of leaders of variable
renown, including ‘artists, journalists, elected officials,
businessmen, clergy, educators, lawyers, physicians,
military officials, public policy makers, and leaders of
voluntary organizations’ (some of whom refer to
Malcolm X, while few are of comparable fame them-
selves).61 Leffler also refers to the ‘Black Leadership’
website where clips from the multiple interviews from
which the book’s extracts are drawn can be heard. Like
Rosengarten, and most oral historians, Leffler is
attuned to the difference between transcriptions and the
audio recordings, as she explains: 
The transcripts make every attempt to be true to the
diction, grammar, and style of the speaker. But to
fully appreciate the passion, emphasis, tone, gesture,
and even silences, these interviews must be heard.
This book is an analytic summary of what we can
learn from these interviews. To fully appreciate each
individual, we encourage readers to engage the web-
site.62
Rosengarten’s discussion of what goes missing in
the transformation of the oral to written words indicates
that he would similarly have wished to make the audio
interviews accessible in some form. 
As discussed above, there is also great awareness
among oral historians of how the researcher or writer,
and their relationship with the subject, shapes the narra-
tive. Neither oral historians nor literary critics, however,
have done much to apply such ideas to what Sanders
terms the ‘dictated autobiography’. Works such as
Miles: The Autobiography tend to fall between two
camps, being neither a straightfoward autobiography
nor an oral history. I would like to finish this essay by
indicating how such works – taking Miles as a final,
brief case study – can be viewed as at least closely
related to oral history narratives, for which ideas from
the field could be applied. Miles is framed by a paratext
written by the collaborator, Troupe, who also attends
closely to the sound of the voice. 
Before interviewing Malcolm X, in 1962 Haley
interviewed Miles Davis for the first of the Playboy
interviews. In Davis’s Autobiography, he claims that ‘I
didn’t like what he did with the interview. Alex made up
some things, although it was good reading [...] I didn’t
like that Alex dressed shit up. Alex is a good writer but
he’s very dramatic.’63 As occurs in the epilogue/forward
to Malcolm X’s Autobiography, the emphasis here is on
Haley as a writer. Like Malcolm X, Davis protests
against Haley’s editorial interventions, except that here
the protest is not mediated by Haley himself. Over two
decades later, in 1985, Troupe interviewed Davis for an
article for Spin magazine. Much as Haley’s interview
developed into the relationship that led to the publica-
tion of The Autobiography of Malcolm X a few years
later, Troupe’s interview led to Miles: The Autobiogra-
phy. However, Troupe took a different approach to
Haley, according to his afterword to Miles. In contrast
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